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the adobe stock press collection is a collection of editorial photos, videos, illustrations, vectors, templates, and other assets
that help you promote or market your work. these items are available on a subscription basis, allowing you to license a wide

variety of content. you can also use the assets in new or existing projects. adobe stock assets can be downloaded from
thewebsite or adobe creative cloud assets app. assets can also be downloaded to a computer and then brought back to adobe
stock via a creative cloud sync option. for more details, see how do i download assets from google drive to my creative cloud
store? . if you have purchased creative cloud products before april 10, 2016, you can download your content from creative

cloud. if you have an adobe id that is currently expired or has not been used in the last 90 days, you can request a new adobe
id, which will also expire after 90 days. to request a new adobe id, visit account services . please note: if you delete your

creative cloud account, all of the creative cloud applications,including adobe stock, will be removed as well. adobe stock will
download all of the assets from your creative cloud store in case you want to reinstall the adobe stock apps. if you choose not
to download all of your creative cloud assets, you can manually migrate content from your creative cloud account to your local

computer by connecting to your creative cloud account using the adobe id you want to use to get the content. if you are an
individual or organization that has received a claim or complaint regarding the use of adobe stock content that you licensed,
please notify adobe immediately. so that we can properly investigate, please send as much detail as possible to copyright-
stockadobe.com, including: your adobe or fotolia account id; the file id of the assets at issue, the applicable stock license

information (such as a screenshot of license history),and any documentation such as a copy of the claim letter and examples of
the use complained about.
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when you add an asset to the creative
cloud libraries, the asset is automatically

stored on your computer, so you wont
have to store it yourself. once the asset is
stored on your computer, you will be able
to access it from other applications you
use. you will also be able to synchronize

your collections and saved projects
between the apps you use. adobe stock

app is your most trusted partner in digital
design. adopting adobe stock app will give
your customers seamless access to stock
photos and videos, empowering them to

create more beautiful designs. with
hundreds of millions of images available
for you to download, stock your projects

with confidence. an adobe stock
subscription is part of adobe creative

cloud. interior and home design.
becoming part of the adobe stock app

subscription package allows you to
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upload, annotate, search and share stock
photos and videos, while retaining the

right to use them in future adobe print or
digital publications. join the stock

community, and get access to a deep pool
of assets. the adobe stock community
members are global and international.

adopting adobe stock will allow you to tap
on the best sources of great photos from
around the globe. get to know the local

creative community. join stock
community, and get to know a global

community of photographers, illustrators
and designers who are investing their
time and money to generate quality

content. browse, search and purchase
your favourite photos or videos. stock

your design projects with confidence. the
adobe stock service provides a video-

based tool to help you create content-rich
websites, apps and mobile experiences.
select from a growing library of over a

million hd video clips, including intro, cut,
overlay and title tracks, voice-overs,
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character animations and stock music.
submit content created with adobe stock

to the adobe creative cloud creative cloud
design cloud. get stock credits, and save

up to 1,000% with our discount. with
premium video credits you get unlimited
access to more than 45,000 videos, as
well as a 30% discount. video credits

expire after 1 year. 5ec8ef588b
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